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ABSTRACT 

Property Rights: the philosophy of what's mine!!!! 

By 

Eugene Leung 

The problem this thesis focuses on is whether or not property rights exist prior to or only 

after the existence of a state. John Locke claims that we have property rights prior to and 

independent of the existence of the state. G.W.F. Hegel qualifies this claim by adding that 

property rights exist in only an incomplete form prior to the state and it is only within the 

context of a state that property rights can be more complete. I argue that both 

explanations do not adequately address our intuitions regarding property rights and that I 

will offer a full more comprehensive account through a composite theory take from 

Locke, Hegel and John Rawls. 
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INTRO TO THE PROBLEM 

The aim of this thesis is to provide an answer to a problem that arises when we 

examine Locke's theory of property rights. The idea basically is that our moral intuitions 

tell us that we have a right to an object if, for example, that object is a product of our 

labor. A problem arises, however, when we have a second intuition that our rights are 

given to us by a state. This is a problem because we want to know whether or not our 

property right is a right we have prior to and independent of what a state grants or is 

property right a right we have depending on and only after the existence of a state and 

what that state says we have a right to. 

My strategy for approaching this problem is to give a fuller articulation of 

property rights that will explain why it is that we have these dual intuitions in tension and 

how it is that they can be compatible with each other. I will first give an explication of 

John Locke's picture for he gives an articulation of commonsense reasons that naturally 

arise in responding to the question of why we have property rights. Locke's theorizing, 

however, leaves us with an incomplete explanation which would then show a reason for 

why it is that we need a fuller picture that will be given by of G.W.F. Hegel and John 

Rawls. Hegel's philosophy will give us a richer theory that will show how it is that 

individual property rights are connected to the culture that we are a part of and, through 

this richer theory, further show the shortcomings of Locke's incomplete theory which 

commits the fault of what Hegel calls "one-sided and incomplete." Lastly, I will raise one 

serious problem for Hegel's theory which will bring out inadequacies of his theory. This 

process will allow us to articulate the problem more clearly and a better understanding of 

the problem, it will be shown, will allow us to provide a better answer and an acceptable 
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solution to our original problem of dual intuitions in tension. This acceptable solution, it 

will be shown, will be found in Rawls's picture. My contention is that Hegel leaves us 

with a cultural phenomenon that is in need of explanation. Rawls's has described such a 

phenomenon in his work A Theory of Justice and so by applying Rawls's theory to our 

problem, we can provide a solution which I argue is acceptable. 

The value in writing this thesis is brought out where laws of a state seem unjust. 

By laying out the foundation for property rights, my contention is that we will have a 

better understanding of rights in general. Where that's the case we can gain a better 

understanding of why it is that laws are just and when it is that they are unjust. 

Locke's theory and problems 

According to John Simmons (a prominent Locke scholar), Locke gives two main 

arguments for why we have a right to own the objects around us1. The first argument is 

based on the self evidence of an example. For example, if I put a seed in the earth and 

fertilize and water that piece of earth in order to nourish the seed (which would then 

become a plant) then, the reasoning goes, I (the laborer) seem to have a right to the plant 

that I worked hard to cultivate. The plant is at least one product of my labor. Thus, I have 

a property right to the products of my labor and this is self evident according to 

Simmons's reconstruction of Locke's reasoning. 

Locke himself points out: "His labour hath taken it out of the hands of Nature, 

where it was common, and belong'd equally to all her Children, and hath thereby 

appropriated it to himself.. .tis allowed to be his goods who hath bestowed his labour 

upon it, though before, it was the common right of every one" (Locke, 289). And further 
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" tis labour then which puts the greatest part of Value upon Land, without which it would 

scarcely be worth any thing" (Locke, 298). 

What is important in the above is that, for Locke, this right to property exists prior 

to law and convention2. That is, normally when we look for what rights we have, we 

would refer to rights granted to us and made explicit by the state we live under. This is 

because how we ordinarily think about rights is what is formulated into law and law 

describes what rights we have in a concrete form. Rights, then, seem like an easy issue. 

Locke, however, is asserting that it is possible to have rights prior to law and convention 

because he provides as justification for our property right an example of a normal 

commonplace fact and points to what seems like a prima facie true conclusion that the 

laborer has a right to the products of his labor. Now this point isn't as simple as it looks 

this is because we have two ideas operating here in tension: Locke's example shows that 

it is self evident that we have property rights independent of the laws of a state but it also 

seems right to us that rights are things we have in virtue of them being made into laws by 

a state. So are property rights something independent or dependent on the state? 

This problem could be skirted if Locke were to say that property rights are made 

explicit in a state's laws but has its ultimate justification in our deeper moral intuitions 

and it is maybe for practical reasons that property rights are granted by a state in a 

concrete form through its laws and we refer to a state and its laws but only because it is 

easy and practical. In contrast, other rights such as driving on the right side of the road in 

the U.S., for example, aren't based on our moral intuitions but has its basis only in a 

state's laws. Thus, some rights are based on a state and has its grounding in that and other 
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rights, such as property, have its ultimate grounding in our moral intuitions. So there is no 

tension when trying to locate where rights are such as property rights. 

However, the question I raise is: isn't it possible for property rights to have no 

grounding on our moral intuitions but still have a moral force if, for example, a state 

promulgated a right to property? I argue that it is possible by showing that it is possible 

that property rights aren't self-evident rights we simply have, contrary to Locke and, 

second, property rights could be an arbitrary right that has its status as a right only in 

virtue of such a right being granted by a state. I will show each of these two points by 

way of examples. 

For example, a slave owner could take away the products of his slave's labor and 

do so with a free moral conscience. This could be because the norms of the slave owner's 

culture could allow for this but our culture (located in a different time and place and, 

therefore, different from the slave-owners) no longer allows for this. This would weaken 

Locke's claim for the self evident truth of property rights by an appeal to an example of a 

laborer and, thus, I argue it is not obvious that we simply "have" property rights - Locke 

needs to do more argumentative work here. 

Second, I have already pointed out an example earlier on that a state, such as ours, 

could declare that cars are to be driven on one side of the road rather than another and 

this decision is arbitrary but has the force of rights simply because it has been made into 

law by a state and, thus, this example shows that it is possible for rights, such as property 

rights, to be rights having force only in virtue of them being made so by a state. 

Thus, the possible Lockean response I have raised cannot skirt the central 

problem of this paper of dual intuitions that seem to be in tension. Consequently, 



Locke's theory leaves us with a problem if Locke wants to ground property rights merely 

on the self evidence of his labor example for my argument shows that (1) it isn't so self-

evident that persons have property rights and (2) property rights could have the force of 

rights only in virtue of them being made so by a state. 

However, Locke might have one possible response for it is what Locke, 

according to Simmons, further claims that might address the criticisms I have raised: a 

property right, for Locke, is "anything we have a right to3". We are, according to Locke, 

simply born with a right over oneself4. If having a right to life is a right prior to law and 

convention then we can see why we have property right independent of law and 

convention - viz., because a right to life is prior to law and a right to life is a property 

right so our property right is prior to law. 

But connecting property right to our right to life still doesn't help us resolve the 

contradiction at issue - viz., property rights are rights we have prior to law and our rights 

are rights we have in virtue of them being made explicit in a constitution. That is, what 

we are looking for is an explanation of why it is that there still exists this second idea that 

seems agreeable to us that rights are rights in virtue of them being granted by a 

constitution. 

One strategy Locke could use to address this problem of explanation would be to 

show that rights that seem to acquire their status as rights owing to a state are in actuality 

rights derived from more basic rights and through time and habit we confuse the 

grounding of rights as something owing to the state we live under when in fact rights 

ultimately have their force in more basic intuitions of, for example, a basic right to life. 

In the following section, then, I will show how property right is, for Locke, 



connected to a more basic right to life and in doing so show how Locke can give a theory 

of property right that is prior to a state's constitution. It is Simmons who identifies the 

connection between a right to life and the right to property in Locke's theorizing5. For 

Locke we have a basic right to our life and we have this right independent of law and 

convention6. Locke himself writes: "whether we consider natural Reason, which tells us, 

that Men, being once born, have a right to their Preservation, and consequently to Meat 

and Drink, and such other things, as Nature affords for their Subsistence: or Revelation, 

which gives us an account of those Grants God made of the World to Adam, and to Noah, 

and his sons, 'tis very clear, that God, as King David says.. .has given the Earth to the 

children of Men, given it to Mankind in common" . 

For Locke, property is acquired from land that is originally public - i.e., land not 

owned by anyone and is available to all . I think Locke appeals to common sense and 

imagination in order to see why this picture is plausible. We have simply to take for 

granted that there existed land and other natural resources before humans existed. I think 

this assumption is plausible. The second assumption is that there is no special quality that 

some humans have that other normal human beings don't have that would give some 

humans special privilege to land that is not granted to others. Neither Locke nor Simmons 

makes this second assumption explicit but I think that it is this background assumption 

that we hold that allows us to agree with Locke and, I think, something that Locke 

himself would agree to. 

If land is public and we have a right to self preservation, then if land is necessary 

to our self-preservation then it is necessary that we appropriate land9. For Locke himself 

writes: 
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First establishing that property is God give: God, who hath given the World to 
Men in common, hath also given them reason to make use of it to the best 
advantage of Life, and convenience. He Earth, and all that is therein, is given to 
Men for the Support and comfort of their being. And though all the Fruits it 
naturally produces, and Beasts it feeds, belong to Mankind in common, as they 
are produced by the spontaneous hand of Nature; and no body has originally a 
private Dominion, exclusive of the rest of Mankind, in any of them, as they are 
thus in their natural state...yet being given for the use of Men, there must of 
necessity be a means to appropriate them some way or other10. 

Thus, it's a necessity that we make property something ours if we are to assert our right 

to life. This makes sense because we need resources in order to survive and people have 

the right to, for example, steal bread if they have to in order to live. The very act of bread 

taking is made right because the appropriation is necessary in order to maintain life. I 

assert that this right exists because, I point out, we would not blame a person for stealing 

bread if he did so because he needed it to live. We do hot blame because the starving man 

is asserting his right to life and, therefore, where bread is available, he should have the 

right to it (all things being equal of course - i.e., the bread doesn't belong to another man 

who is equally as starved etc.). Thus, we see how a right to property is a necessary right 

and can be derived from a right to life. 

Having now articulated Locke's theory connecting our right to life with our right 

to property what we need now is to answer two questions in order to test the soundness of 

his theory. First, if our right to life grounds our right to property (i.e., because we need 

property and resources in order to survive) then what role does labor play in Locke's 

theory of property rights? That is, if it is a right to life that gives the moral justification as 

well as the argumentative reasons for why we have a right to property, then why do we 

need to appeal to the self-evidence that we have a right to the products of our labor in 

order to justify our right to property? The second question Locke's theory should answer 
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is how a state's constitution is connected or not connected to the justificatory force 

behind our right to property? That is, can a state's constitution provide the justification 

necessary in order for us to have property rights and is it possible for a state's constitution 

to take away those rights? 

I would like to tackle the first question first. Simmons suggests that Locke 

reasoned that the best system for self preservation is the best system to follow and it is 

this reasoning, I will show, that labor has a role to play1'. 

Humans, as have already been established above, have a right to life and their self 

preservation. According to Simmons, what we want in a society is what is best for all in 

the sense that the best system that is able to promote individual's right is the system that 

should be chosen . For Locke, "one good way of encouraging labor is to reward the 

laborer with title to the product" thereby encouraging the laborer to do what is best for 

all13. Thus, if we want to promote an individual's right to life, the state should grant an 

individual a right to the products of his labor for this would encourage production and 

work. This final conclusion is important because what has now been established is the 

connection between our basic right to life, our right to property, and the relevance of the 

self-evidence that we have a right to the products of our labor for it is this labor-to-

property right that, according to Simmons, is for Locke the best system that promotes self 

preservation and hence our right to life14. 

The second problem now is whether or not it is possible to derive from Locke's 

connection between right to life and a right to property an answer to questions raised by 

what seems to be the commonly held assumption that rights have their status in virtue of 

them being granted by a state. That is, in what ways does a state relate to property rights? 
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Can a state add to or take away the force of property rights? I have found nothing in 

Locke's philosophy nor Simmons's commentary on Locke that would enable me to 

derive an explanation. This suggests that the tension between our two assumptions is a 

bigger problem than we originally thought. This is because it would indicate that we hold 

contradictory views about rights - viz., they exist prior to law and exist only because of 

laws of a state. 

Locke has gone far in analyzing and justifying our intuitions concerning property 

right. In the following sections I argue that Locke's philosophy does offer a plausible 

explication of our basic intuitions of property rights but is only a one-sided, incomplete 

account. The expression "one-sided and incomplete" is an expression I am taking from 

Hegel's philosophy. This expression characterizes the inadequacy of Locke's theory of 

characterizing our assumptions regarding property rights. I argue that a tension follows 

from Locke's theory owing to the one-sided, incompleteness of that theory and that a 

fuller account of our moral intuitions of property will show that no contradiction is 

present. I will attempt to meet this conditions by providing an explication of Hegel's 

theory. In the end, however, it will turn out that whatever theory we give, our account 

will always be incomplete, but this is okay because the main aim of this paper, however, 

isn't to give a full explication of property rights. Rather, it is to resolve a tension that 

crops up out of Locke's theory. If Hegel can offer enough insight into resolving this 

tension, then my thesis will be successful. 

PART TWO: HEGEL'S PICTURE 

Abstract idea of self 
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The lay out of this section on Hegel will go as follows. First, I will describe 

Hegel's theory of self and how it is connected to property rights individuals have. This 

connection will lead us into issues having to do with the culture an individual is part of 

which would then include the state and a state's institutions and how that state is 

ultimately connected to property rights. Lastly, I will examine the upshot of Hegel's 

philosophy and how it can provide an answer to our original problem of a possible 

tension between two basic assumptions we hold. In the end it will be shown that Hegel's 

philosophy leaves us with an important problem that needs to be addressed and it is this 

problem that will lead us in search of an answer which will be provided by Rawls's 

theory of reflective equilibrium (to be explained). 

Let's start, then, with Hegel's theory of self. Much like Locke, for Hegel we have 

a right to property based on our right to life. For Locke, it is enough to merely assert that 

we simply have this right to life or that it is a God given right because it seems acceptable 

on its face15. Hegel, however, offers a deeper analysis by defining what the self is and, 

through his categorical account of the self, he seeks to provide reasons for why we have a 

right to our own lives or self and, therefore, to property. 

Hegel starts with the idea we have of ourselves as persons16. We have an idea of 

ourselves as persons because we are able to form an idea of self-consciousness, an "I", 

and, therefore, a person with a sphere of rights which should be respected in virtue of the 

fact that we are persons. We form this idea of ourselves as a person, Allen Wood 

suggests, through an account such as Kant's view of an "I" of self-consciousness17. 

This picture goes as follows18. If we were to think abstractly and reflectively for a 

moment, we could, following Hume, think of our life as a theatre of impressions where 
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we have different perceptions of external objects and various internal impressions of a 

mental life of emotions and thoughts. We have a sense of identity and of ourselves as 

persons. This idea of a self is something beyond the external and internal perceptions 

with which we have a direct acquaintance with. Following Kant in extending this idea, 

we have a consciousness of something more than perceptions, a consciousness of 

something - a self- that is responsible for doing what Kant calls "synthesizing" activity. 

That is, this free act of combing together and taking apart ideas and a consciousness of 

something - a self- receiving the perceptions that enter into our mind. The self is that 

something that is responsible for imagination, memory and practical reason. This notion 

of a self, according to Wood, influenced Hegel19. 

From the above, then, we are able to form a concept of ourselves as a person - the 

thing responsible for what Kant calls the self-conscious "synthesizing" activity of our 

thoughts. This concept of ourselves as persons, for Hegel, brings with it a demand for 

respect. This respect for personhood takes the form of conferring rights - what Hegel 

calls "abstract right"20. 

It is Hegel who gives an analysis of what is meant by "I" and what the word 

"self refers to - viz., the Kantian subject doing the synthesizing activity. It is this self 

that we have a right to. This implies that we have a right - what Hegel calls an "abstract 

right" - to do something free from the interference of others21. All abstract right is 

described by Hegel as a property right22. We can take possession of an object through 

"will" - through direct bodily grasping, laboring and creating it, or making the thing 

ours23. We have an inalienable right to personality itself which means having a right to 

choose the kind of person we strive to be which would include other rights such as: "right 
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over our own body, inner life and conscience, and free status and property ownership" . 

These rights allow us to exercise our property right because these items allow us to take 

possession of ourselves25. 

From Hegel's analysis questions a reader might have now seem to follow. (1) 

Why does Hegel take the time to give such a thorough analysis of the self? (2) Is the 

explication of the self an argument for why we have a right to our own life? 

If the answer to (2) is "yes" then we can also have an answer to (1). That is, Hegel 

gives a through analysis of the self because an explication of the self can provide reasons 

for us to accept the claim that we have a right to our own life. How then might such an 

argument look like? 

Neither Woods nor Hegel makes this explicit but I think reasons can be provided 

in Hegel's philosophy for the conclusion that we have a right to our own life. The reasons 

that follow from Hegel's explication of the self can be laid out in the following manner. 

Starting with the definition of self taken by Hegel, a self is the subject responsible for 

organizing our life goals (practical reason) among other things, such as the thing 

synthesizing and organizing the various impressions we receive and is responsible for 

spontaneous decision making etc. What does it mean to say that we have a right to our 

own life? Intuitively this seems right but what is it that we have a right to that our 

intuition insists on? 

Locke suggests that it is a right to self preservation. This seems simple when this 

is understood in an ordinary sense. Life, taken unreflectively and more concretely, could 

be interpreted as mere existence. We are able to keep our lives when we have enough to 

eat, water to drink, and so forth. This crude definition of life is consistent with slavery -
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that is, this definition allows us to claim that a person's right to life is respected even 

when this person is enslaved. This is because a slave's right to life is respected where that 

slave is fedj sheltered and so forth. 

But this definition of respect for life does not agree with how we normally think 

of a person having a right to his own life. This is because our background assumption of 

what a person having a right to his own life is includes in it the idea that he or she is able 

to determine for him or herself how he or she wishes to live his or her life. This 

background idea excludes enslavement. 

Connecting this analysis with what Hegel has said about the self. The self is the 

thing that is responsible for organizing and prioritizing our life goals. If we assume that 

humans have the right to choose their own life goals in a way that excludes their life in 

enslavement, then we can see clearly that this subject that is spontaneous and responsible 

for organizing our life goals, whatever it is, should be respected in the sense that others 

should not force this spontaneous activity to choose goals and ends that are determined 

by something outside of it. 

Having established Hegel's theory of our right to life and what this means and 

how it is different from Locke in that it brings out how it is necessary that individuals are 

given the respect to choose their own life goals and projects if their right to life is 

respected, it is time now to establish the further connection in Hegel's philosophy 

between this right to life and the further right to property. 

Hegel argues that property right is grounded on respect we have for one-self and 

others in virtue of personhood/self. But personhood isn't merely this spontaneous Kantian 

thing that is responsible for synthesizing various ideas and impressions. Rather, for 
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Hegel, it includes activity and the self is developed through time and is located in space -

that is, a person develops himself through the culture that he is in. Thus, Hegel's theory 

of property right, because it is grounded on an idea of self, and a person's full conception 

of self requires a development overtime within a particular culture, is a right whose 

content is sensitive to what is needed in the development of personality. 

As I mentioned earlier, Locke's theory of property rights, even when he connects 

property rights with an individual's basic right to life as well as labor, is still one-sided 

and incomplete. I argue that Locke's picture is one sided and incomplete and, therefore, 

inadequate by itself to provide a good answer to solving our original problem of dual 

assumptions in tension because Locke does not include in his theorizing an essential 

aspect of the self- viz., one's culture. One's culture, it will be shown under Hegel's 

theory, will connect the role a state plays in its relation to rights an individual has 

including property rights. 

The following, then, will be an explication of personhood with the aim of 

connecting it, finally, to property rights through one's cultural identity. Briefly, Hegel's 

strategy is to show the importance of one's physical actions to one's sense of identity. 

This minor connection between an abstract Kantian-type self and the physical world 

(through one's physical actions that take place in it) will lead to a bigger connection with 

one's institutions (which embody one's culture) that define selfhood and hence it would 

be possible to offer an explanation in behalf of Hegel in order to show the relevance of 

the state in conferring rights. 

So let's start now with showing Hegel's connection between this abstract Kantian 

self, which we have given a fair explication of so far, with physical activity. 
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Hegel himself describes this self as this abstract indeterminate thing and is only made 

individual owing to the desires a person chooses to act upon26 (Philosophy of Right, S5-

S6). 

Connection between self and world through rational projects 

In the following I will bring out the importance of desires in its connection to self-

identity in order to show the further connection to objects and property using points 

established by John Plamenatz, a Hegel scholar27. We must remember that for Hegel, in 

following Kant, the self is the thing that is responsible for the synthesizing activity of our 

various perceptions and thoughts. This self is also something that controls our desires and 

actions in the sense that the self chooses what he desires based on an end goal. For 

example, a person chooses to be a doctor and in doing so chooses also to forgo the desire 

to party so much and instead studies and works constantly in order to achieve that end 

goal. What is illustrative in this example is that we have two desires: (1) a desire to party 

really hard and (2) a desire to become a doctor. Our concept of self is one that is 

responsible for practical reason and practical reason prioritizes goals and mediates 

situations where there is conflict. In our example our two desires are assumed to conflict. 

The self here understands that he can only gratify one desire and must forgo the other. 

The decision here that is made will depend, under Hegel's theory, on one's choice of 

identity: "will I choose to act on my desire to party or will I choose to act on my desire to 

become a doctor and desire to study and not party?". For Hegel, when a person chooses 

to act on one of his desires such a person asserts a free choice that chooses and acts. 

These acts are acts in the world and are physical events that assert the personality of the 

person. Thus, for Hegel there is a connection between the self that is responsible for 
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synthesizing activity, including practical reason, and the choices made that have effects 

on the physical world for choices and actions are physical manifestations of the self. 

The above has established the importance of actions, which are physical events in 

the world, because actions are based on reasoned choices that in turn express personality. 

Hegel, in contrast to Kant, thinks of the self as something more than just some internal a 

priori consciousness or reason, rather the self involves the physical activities and actions 

that express the self28. Hegel's theory, according to Wood, goes something like the 

following29. The self isn't something that is already predetermined from birth. Rather, the 

self interacts with the world around him giving individual interpretations to actions and 

events and reflecting on them. The self forms some idea of a final end and acts on the 

objects around him in pursuit of this goal. In Hegelian terms, the self acts on what is not-

self (i.e., surrounding physical objects) turning the not-self into one's rational project 

(i.e., end goal) and, according to Hegel, changing what is not-self to self. Thus, personal 

identity is relevant to actions on the objects around us and the objects around us are 

connected to our identity . 

The above picture shows the importance of physical objects to one's identity. We 

have a right to property, according to Hegel, in virtue of our being persons. We know we 

have a property right because we are able to form an idea of ourselves as well as others as 

persons capable of free choice and building rational projects and life goals (as described 

in the above). In order for us to assert our right to personality our right to make objects 

ours (i.e., property right) must be respected. This is because objects are necessary for our 

rational projects and life goals and it is our life goals that define our persons. 



Connection between Hegel and Locke's Mixing Arguments 

The above section of Hegel's philosophy offers a deeper analysis for a conclusion 

that Locke's theory endorses - viz., we have a right to the products of our labor. For 

Locke, we have a right to own objects we labor on because property ownership promotes 

self-preservation and we have a right to self preservation31. The rule of owning the 

products of your labor is a rule that best maximizes self preservation so, Simmons's 

interpretation of Locke goes, Locke concludes that we have a property right to the objects 

of our labor owing to such a rule promoting self-preservation . 

The argument of Locke's I have given above is, according to Simmons, Locke's 

main argument for why we have property rights . But Lockean scholars point out that 

Locke has subsidiary arguments for why individuals have property rights. These 

subsidiary arguments have strong similarities with Hegel's own theory. What we want 

now is to examine some of these arguments so that we can collect as many points in both 

Locke and Hegel's philosophy that can provide the best and most comprehensive answer 

to solving our problem with possibly conflicting assumptions of property rights. 

Locke's additional arguments can be broken down in two and the credit belongs 

to Robert Nozick for pointing them out34. The first argument is called the "mixing 

argument" and goes as follows. We start with the assumption that we have a right to our 

own life. Objects external to ourselves, once labored on, is a product of our labor. Our 

labor comes from what is us. Our labor is contained in the external object that we labored 

on. Therefore, part of us is mixed with the external object. Since we have a right over 

ourselves, we also have a right over the external object that contains our labor. Thus, we 

have a property right over objects we labored on . 
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The second argument reasons by way of an example36. A passage in Locke 

supporting Nozick's reading is as follows: 

He that is nourished by the Acorns he pickt up under an Oak, or the Apples he 
gathered from the Trees in the Wood, has certainly appropriated them to himself. 
No Body can deny but the nourishment is his. I ask then, When did they begin to 
be his? When he digested? Or When he eat? Or when he boiled? Or when he 
brought them home? Or when he pickt them up? And 'tis plain, if the first 
gathering made them not his, nothing else could37. 

The clearer version that modern scholars Nozick and Simmons use go something like the 

following38. Take, for example, some acorns. Imagine that a person eats these acorns. 

These acorns are now a part of that person once that person has consumed them and so 

the acorns now belong to him. But if these acorns belong to him now, they should have 

the same status of belonging to him before he ate the acorns. The assumption here is that 

the acorns, having the status of belonging to the individual who will eventually eat them, 

should always have this status of belonging to the eater at any point in time. The 

difference in time between the time eaten and the time not eaten (when, for example, the 

acorns were on a tree) is merely arbitrary and so external objects such as acorns, though 

not in the stomach of the eater, has the status of belonging to and the eater thus has a 

property right to them. 

There are things that can be said about each argument. First, the "mixing 

argument" when seen as a component of Locke's main argument from property rights 

shares strong similarities with Hegel's own reasoning for property rights. That is, both 

arguments start with the assumption that we have a right to personality and from that both 

argue that individuals have a right to property because external property could be taken as 

an extension of the laborer. Locke sees external objects as an extension of the laborer 

because an individual's labor is in that object. Thus, we have a property right to the 
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objects we labor on both because this right furthers self preservation and this right is the 

same right as a right to life because the products of our labor is a part of us. Hegel's 

argument is that we have a property right because the objects we labor on are labored on 

in pursuit of our rational projects that define us. Physical objects are physical 

manifestations of the self when they are connected to us through labor or our rational 

projects. Thus, for Hegel as well as for Locke we have a right to property when such 

property is an extension of ourselves. 

There is one point here, though, that I would like to qualify. Simmons points out 

that the mixing argument is independent of the self preservation argument . That is, 

Locke's main argument from right to life to right to property based on the idea that 

having a right to the products of our labor best preserves life does not include the 

assumption that we are part of the products of our labor. According to Simmons, we are 

looking at two independent arguments where each starts with the assumption that we 

have a right to our own life and derives our right to property owing to two separate, 

independent reasons - viz., right to property follows because it best preserves life and 

right to property follows because property is part of ourselves. 

If we are looking at two independent arguments - (1) the best system of self 

preservation through labor and (2) the mixing argument through labor - we might now 

want to compare each argument with Hegel's to see to what extent they further clarify 

our intuitions of property right (which is the main aim of this paper). Locke's first 

argument seems reasonable to us - i.e., whatever best promotes self-preservation would 

best promote our right to our own life so individuals should be granted a right to the 

products of their labor. 



We have a strong, undeniable intuition that we have a right to our own life. 

According to Locke's self-preservation argument, however, our right to property isn't a 

right that is as strong and undeniable as our right to self preservation. This is because, if 

another system of rights and rules would better allow for self preservation, then it would 

follow that that system should be taken which might require us to replace our right to 

own the products of our labor. Locke, then, argues that our right to property is based only 

in an indirect manner on our right to life and that there is no necessary connection 

between our right to life and our right to property. Hegel, in contrast, makes a much 

stronger connection between our right to life and our right to property for it is this right to 

property that is necessary for us to assert our right to life. Whether the connection 

between our right to property and our right to life is strong or weak, in my opinion, does 

not, at least not presently, seem to make a significant contribution to explaining the 

source of property rights and its connection to our moral intuitions. I would like to set 

this point aside here and examine other parts of this argument to see if any further 

information can be gleaned from it. 

In comparing Locke's and Hegel's arguments, another point I would like to bring 

out is that both philosophers observe a single phenomenon but characterize this 

phenomenon differently (owing to, maybe, different perspectives in time, country, and 

philosophical theory). 

Take, for example, a large piece of wood. An individual labors on this piece of 

wood sculpting it so that it becomes a statue. Now it would be wrong for some random 

person to take this sculpture away from the artist simply because that random person 

wanted it (we also assume the sculptor is not asked for his sculpture that he is not 
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compensated etc.). It is seems right that the artist has some property right over the 

sculpture. This same situation can now be described differently depending on how you 

look at it which would lead a philosopher to place different emphasis on this same 

phenomenon. 

For Locke, he cuts off theorizing at the finished object and answers the question: 

what reason is there that the artist owns the sculpture? We are looking at a piece of 

property and ownership. The reason for ownership, owing to the situation as I have 

described it under a Lockean context, is that a person's labor, and, therefore, an extension 

of himself, is in the object. That is the reason for ownership and property rights. 

Hegel describes this same phenomenon differently though with the same initial 

assumptions as Locke. These shared assumptions are (1) that the artist has some property 

right, in a vague way, and that (2) the person is connected to the object through his labor. 

What then is the difference in Hegel from Locke in how he characterizes the situation? 

The difference in Hegel is that he doesn't only place emphasis on why it is that a person 

bears a relation of ownership to the object. Rather, Hegel's philosophy emphasizes 

identity and how the labored on object is essential to the laborer's identity because that 

object is tied into the laborer's rational/life project and the object labored on is one point 

among so many fine points on a time continuum that is the life of a person. Locke, on the 

other hand, stops theorizing at the level of labor and a person's labor is tied into his 

identity through mixing some of him - viz. labor - with an external object; Locke doesn't 

further theorize some rational life project. 

The above, then, illustrates my claim that Locke and Hegel have observed a 

phenomenon and have explained this same phenomenon differently owing to different 
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standpoints (which might be owing to different philosophical ambitions and theory). We 

are clear now that both theories are describing the same thing and it is my opinion that 

difference only arises from different philosophical outlooks and that both are making an 

equal contribution to our theory of property rights without any significant difference. 

Having evaluated the sameness and difference between Hegel's theory and 

Locke's argument from labor (which is different from Locke's labor to self-preservation 

argument), I would like to evaluate Locke's, second, acorn argument - viz., the argument 

by example where if I eat some acorns, those acorns are part of me so I own the acorns 

even before I had eaten them. I do not think it is necessary to compare this argument with 

Hegel's philosophy. This is because Locke's acorn argument is flawed and unconvincing. 

Simmons points out that this argument is flawed because there really is a 

significant difference between the time we eat the acorns and the time the acorns were on 

a tree, the time the acorns were being grown, the time the acorns were being plucked and 

so forth.40. This is because the time at which the acorns were on a tree or any time before 

it was consumed, the acorns did not belong to us in virtue of them being an extension of 

us. It is only when an individual has eaten the acorns that the acorns belong to us in the 

sense that they are an extension of us. I point out that, in addition to Simmons's criticism, 

even though there might not be some fine, clear, delineated point at which the acorns are 

an extension, and therefore property, of the consumer and a clear point at which they are 

not the property of the consumer (because there could be enough vagueness in a 

situation) this does not lead to the conclusion that no boundary exists between when the 

acorns are and are not an extension of the consumer. We just, plainly, know that objects, 

like acorns or food, though we end up consuming them in some point in time, could exist 
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in past times where they are not an extension of us and that we do not own them in virtue 

of them being extensions of ourselves. 

Having given and compared Locke's two further arguments for property rights we 

need now to connect the outcome of the present discussion with the main problem which 

this paper attempted to resolve. That is, is it possible, from what has been established in 

this paper so far, to resolve the paradox generated by Locke's theory of property rights: 

on the one hand property right is a right that is prior to law and the state but, on the other 

hand, property right is something that we have only after it has been established by a 

state. 

The second of the two mixing arguments, the acorn argument, by Locke is flawed 

and so, therefore, only the first mixing argument needs to be examined. The first mixing 

argument argues that property rights we have to an object can arise when our labor is 

contained in the object and so that object is an extension of ourselves. Does this property 

right exist prior or only after the law and constitution of a state? I think our first thought 

is that this issue doesn't even seem to arise with respect to our intuition of property right 

operating here. Referring to our first example again here, take the sculpture sculpted by 

the artist. It is undeniable that the artist has some right over the sculpture if we assume 

that the wood block on which the artist has carved from does not already belong to 

anyone, is public etc. It seems right also that the artist has some right to the sculpted 

object independent of whether or not it is a right granted by the state. Our intuitions agree 

that this right exists, in some vague and inchoate form, even before we check or recall 

that this right exists in some constitutional form (or whatever form it takes relative to 

whatever such state). Therefore, in the absence of any strong reasons to the contrary, an 



artist/laborer has this right independent of a state. The reasons I have been appealing to 

for this conclusion, I understand, are weak and, therefore, the strength of my conclusion 

here is not strong but nothing hangs especially on this point for the objective is to see 

whether or not our main problem can be resolved and though this mixing argument of 

Locke's give us further reasons to believe that rights exist prior to law and state, it does 

not seem to add to any further explanation of why there exists the further intuition that we 

have rights only in virtue of them being stated in a state's constitution. That is, though 

Locke's mixing argument from labor gives additional support that our rights are prior to a 

state's constitution, it does not appear to contribute to an explanation of why it is that we 

have the second intuition that our rights exist only because of a state's constitution. 

We have now finished comparing and contrasting a section of Locke and Hegel's 

philosophy up to this point with respect to their views of what the self is and how the 

right to self/life in numerous ways, labor being an essential part, give rise to property 

rights. I now argue that a fuller articulation of our underlying assumptions and a fuller 

theoretical picture that is able to capture and detail our moral intuitions using both 

Locke's and Hegel's philosophy will offer a solution explaining this apparent tension. 

Moving ahead now with this project of giving a fuller articulation of this situation in 

mind, I move on to the next section of Hegel's philosophy. 

Connection between self, culture and institutions 

According to the above, then, we have a right to property and we identify with 

objects around us through ownership as well as factoring them into our rational life 

projects. What has been said so far describes the universal aspect of the self. I say 
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"universal" because the qualities of the self I have described so far are qualities that all 

humans have (excluding, of course, abnormal cases etc.). But different people are 

different and we see these differences more clearly when we come into contact with 

people from different countries. Hegel takes this difference into his account of identity 

and a theory of self that only includes qualities that are universalto all humans would be 

inadequate. 

We can locate where the connection is between the universal and the concrete in 

Hegel's broad philosophical picture through focusing more narrowly on some aspects of 

his theory - viz., his assertion that one's identity is something that includes physical 

events (viz., actions in the world) and physical objects (labored on objects that fit into our 

larger rational projects). Because what is physical is located in space and time and objects 

are different at different times and different places, one's identity will vary according to 

one's location in time and space. Thus, where we are located in time and place then 

becomes relevant to our identity. We can list an infinite amount of different objects at 

different times and places in order to talk more about personality and identity but that 

would take too long and would fall outside what is possible in this paper (which is only a 

finite paper). 

Let's start with something more general - such as the State - in order to 

encompass much without having to say too much. The State, according to Hegel, is 

something more than just a mechanism of laws and institutions but includes the folk 

culture of its citizens such as living and breathing norms, culture, art and so forth41. Thus, 

Hegel thinks of the state in a richer sense than just a bare lifeless set of laws and 

mechanisms that are merely functional42. It is Hegel's contention that self development 



takes place within a culture because a person is a part of the institutions that make up the 

culture43. Hegel himself writes: 

Ethical life is the Idea of freedom as the living good which has its knowledge and 
volition in self-consciousness, and its actuality through self-conscious action. 
Similarly, it is in ethical being that self-consciousness has its motivating end and 
a foundation which has being in and for itself. Ethical life is accordingly the 
concept of freedom which has become the existing [vorhandenen] world and the 
nature of self-consciousness44. 

The objective sphere of ethics, which takes the place of the abstract good, is 
substance made concrete by subjectivity as infinite form. It therefore posits 
distinctions within itself which are thus determined by the concept. These 
distinctions give the ethical a fixed content which is necessary for itself, and 
whose existence [Bestehen] is exalted above subjective opinions and preferences: 
they are laws and institutions which have being in and for themselves45. 

One important idea above is that the freedom of the individual (a freedom which 

is respected when the individual is given a right to life) is actualized in a concrete form 

through the State. This is because the State allows for an individual to freely choose to 

develop himself and to actualize what he thinks is the good - i.e., his rational life plan or 

goal. 

That Hegel is correct on this point can be seen be pointing to some simple 

examples Hegel focuses on. For example, a person's identity is complex and 

multifaceted; he can be a father in the family an employee of a corporation in civil 

society and a citizen in relation to the state. These different aspects are relevant to his 

identity and there is a way that he sees himself and how others see him relative to each 

institution. In the case of the family he sees himself as a father in relation to his son and a 

husband in relation to his wife as well as a son in relation to his own father. Seeing his 

identity in this capacity he has knowledge of what is right and wrong according to the 

norms that make up the institution of the family. For example, it would be wrong to have 



only self-interest and to be competitive with members of one's own family for resources 

because the right feeling and relation is one of love between members in a family. As a 

father, his duty would be to cultivate his son and care for the family and so forth. He is 

able to reflect on and evaluate his own character as good (where he follows successfully 

the norms that make up the institution of the family) or bad (if he were to violate norms 

of the family). 

The family, as the immediate substantiality of spirit, has as its determination the 
spirit's feeling [Empfmdung] of its own unity, which is love. Thus, the disposition 
[appropriate to the family] is to have self-consciousness of one's individuality 
within this unity as essentiality which has being in and for itself, so that one is 
present in it not as an independent person but as a member . 

The same person/father in the family takes on a different identity according to the 

norms that make up the institution of civil society. Where one's government is capitalist 

and he is a member of a corporation, he would see things in terms of self-interest. For 

example, a person who sells computers is related to the retailer (the person and store 

directly selling the computer to a consumer) as well as the factory that manufactures the 

computers by assembling the component parts as well other parties responsible for 

transportation and so forth. According to the institution of the family, there is a relation 

of love between its members; this is what the norms of that institution dictate. However, 

in the case of cooperation in civil society, the relation determined by the norms of this 

institution isn't love but self-interest under rule of law. This relation of self-interest is 

then applied each time to an individual and the other entities he must work with. The 

entity that retails and the entity that delivers as well as the entity that manufactures all are 

self-interested and cooperation would further each of their own self-interests so they 

would cooperate. But where cooperating ceases to benefit one another, they would cease 
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to do so. According to the norms of this institution, it would be laughable to appeal to 

love and brotherhood if, for example, the manufacturer were to switch to a different 

delivery service - e.g., fed ex rather than UPS. Thus, the contrast between the institution 

of the family and the institutions in civil society - through seeing the difference in the 

relation between love and self-interest - illustrates how institutions determine 

personality: different facets of our personality find fulfillment by being part of the 

different institutions governing different aspects of a particular culture. 

These trivial examples are prima facie truths about how modern cultures are 

organized and how humans interact and how they could exercise different aspects of their 

personality according to different environments. It is Hegel's contention that individuals 

are multi-faceted and (as was stated earlier) to form a conception of ourselves as persons, 

it is necessary that we identify with certain desires and actions and interact, so as to be 

part of, the world around us. Part of our identity is tied into our external environment, 

then, and, because we need to assert our personality in order to form a concept of our 

own identity, we must assert ourselves within the sphere of culture and institutions we are 

a part of. Hegel sees the institutions of one's community as something which allows a 

person to assert the different, varied aspects of his personality and that abstract aspects of 

the self- such as a will to do what is right - is only abstract and incomplete and is only 

more complete when it finds its concrete realization in the State or community one is a 

part of47. 

Hegel himself writes: The right of individuals to their subjective determination to 
freedom is fulfilled in so far as they belong to ethical actuality [ethical life or "the 
state"]; for their certainty of their own freedom has its truth in such objectivity, 
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and it is in the ethical realm that they actually possess their own essence and their 
inner universality48. 

The upshot of what's been said: a solution and its problems 

The above, through examples and explanation, has given reasons for the 

conclusion that a person's identity is part of the institutions of his culture. Connecting 

this now back to the main aim of this paper, we want to know what relations exist 

between individual identity and surrounding institutions that may be of relevance to 

clarifying what Our moral intuitions are regarding property rights: are they rights existing 

before or only after the constitution of a state? 

From the theorizing that I have explicated in the above, we can offer one possible 

answer to this question in behalf of Hegel. We have a right to personality/life and this 

right is prior to laws and convention but, according to Hegel's theory, our personality and 

self is part of the institutions, laws, and conventions of the state we live in. Because we 

have a right to property based on our right to life, then it would follow that we have a 

right to property in virtue of our personhood which would then include the laws and 

conventions which surround us and, therefore, it would seem correct that we have 

property rights exist subsequent to the laws of the state we live in. This would seem to 

offer an answer to our puzzle by explaining why we hold the assumption that we have 

rights in virtue of our state. 

A complete answer to the main problem of this paper would go like something as 

follows. We normally assume that we have a property right as being a right we have prior 

to the existence of a state. We think we have this prior right because this right to property 

is derived from a basic right to life and our basic right to life is a right we just have 
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independent of a state. If this is so and because our right to property is derived from this 

basic right to life, then it would also follow that our right to property is prior and 

independent of a state. 

But this reasoning, under Hegel's theory, is inadequate. This is because, it turns 

out by Hegel's theory, our basic right to life, derived from our concept of ourselves as 

persons, needs to include the institutions around us because they define who we are and 

who we are - our personhood - is what gives us our basic right to life. For Hegel, we 

have a right to life prior to a state but this right is incomplete and cannot be described as a 

property right unless this right to personality is made more concrete and it can only be 

done so through the context of a state and its institutions49. The transition from a right to 

life to a right to property, for Hegel, requires state institutions for reasons that will be 

provided further below. From what has already been said in the above, however, we can 

understand why state institutions, such as that of the family, are necessary in asserting our 

right to life and to make this right to life more concrete. 

Thus, Hegel's theory addresses our original problem in two ways. First, the 

assumption that we have a property right prior to a state is wrong. We only hold this 

assumption by flawed reasoning from another false assumption that our basic right to life 

is complete and can be independent of our state's institutions. Our basic right to life 

follows from the idea of ourselves as persons and our idea of ourselves as persons 

includes in it the institutions of the state we live in so it is false to assume that our right to 

life can be complete without the state we live under. Second, Hegel's theory is able to 

explain why it is that we also assume that our rights, including property rights, are 

dependent on the existence of a state. Hegel's theory would explain this by reasoning as 
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follows. We have a right to property owing td a state because we have this right in virtue 

of our personhood. A more complete articulation of our personality includes in it 

institutions of a state and, thus, our intuition is correct when we point out that our 

property rights are dependent on a state. 

There is just one puzzle I have with the response I have offered in behalf of 

Hegel - viz., it does not really answer to our intuition that we have rights in virtue of a 

state and only seems to do so by confusing two things. Our intuition is that we have a 

property right because property right is a right granted by a state. The importance of this 

intuition is that it includes in it the idea that our rights acquire their moral force from a 

state and not through a more basic right to life. The argument I have constructed using 

Hegel's theory explains our intuition that we have property rights through a state by 

explaining this intuition as something that is indirectly derived from the more basic 

assumption that we have a right to life. 

Putting the point in a different way, Locke and Hegel might be correct in arguing 

that our property right is derived from a more basic right to life but what seems missing 

in the argument I have constructed from Hegel's broader theory, and which in my 

opinion is the reason for why it fails to be convincing, is that it doesn't seem to fully 

explain the more direct connection we feel that exists between the force of our property 

rights and the state - i.e., we think that rights, such as property rights, acquire their force 

in virtue of being a right granted by the state. Thus, there is something unique about this 

more direct connection of property rights and the state that should not be equated with 

some indirect connection through a more basic right to life. So far, from what I have 

stated above, the argument I have offered in behalf of Hegel fails to explain this unique 



character of a state and its more direct connection to property rights. If the theory I have 

offered is to be convincing then this problem should be addressed. 

I would like to now address a criticism that might arise from what I have said so 

far and then to make a second attempt at constructing an argument in behalf of Hegel that 

is able to overcome the problem I have brought out in my first construction. 

My use of the word "intuition" might seem odd in that it would seem as if I am 

appealing to some mysterious force that is unknown. But this isn't what I mean. John 

Rawls himself calls them "considered moral judgments"50. 

The event that is trying to be described by my use of the word "intuition" is the 

self-evidence of fact or relations. For example, the relation 1+1=2 is something agreeable 

owing to the self-evidence of that relation while the relation 1+1=3 is disagreeable 

because we just "know" that is false. But these truths are truths we know through a mere 

"seeing" of these relations and if someone were to argue that 1+1=3 to him made sense 

we wouldn't be able to argue for these basic, primitive truths are obvious - intuitive -

and cannot be further proved. 

We take many other facts and relations as obvious truths in a like manner such as 

killing an innocent person is bad (we can't prove this but we know this anyway just by 

presenting the idea to our mind). Likewise, it seems obvious to us that when a man has 

labored on an object, he has some kind of right to that object though we might not know 

exactly what this right looks like in detail or what is responsible for this right. Also, when 

we think about rights it seems agreeable to us that rights are things that derive their force 

from a state. This is clear when laws forbidding driving on the left rather than the right 

side is arbitrary and formulated for the sake of pragmatic grounds. Such a right to drive 
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on whichever side the State declares derives its force in virtue of the state. Thus, when we 

think about rights, we just hold the assumption that at least some rights are rights in 

virtue of them being granted by a state. 

Thus, in my criticism of the argument I have constructed in behalf of Hegel above 

I take our dual intuitions, that property rights exist prior to a state and rights exist in 

virtue of a state, to be intuitions that are ideas which have some convincing, self-evident 

force that pulls us to hold them as assumptions. 

Lastly, I make the presumption that they are commonly held assumptions we have 

because, as Simmons himself points out, the mere example of the laborer and product 

gives us (any person where all things are normal) the accompanying idea that the labor 

has some right to the product of his labor for Locke51. Further, if we were accosted in the 

streets and asked whether or not we have a right to, for example, drive on the left side of 

the road, pick apples from a tree in the park, drink in public, we would refer to what our 

state grants or forbids and, thus, we seem to hold the assumption that rights are rights in 

virtue of what a state says. 

Having given reasons for my use of the word "intuition" that I hope would be 

sufficient to placate any objections to it, I would like to move on to attempting to give a 

second argument in behalf of Hegel that can address the problem I have brought out in 

my first construction. 

So is Hegel able to give a theory connecting property rights to a state that 

addresses the intuition that a state somehow grounds these rights? The following second 

construction in response to this problem is taken from Woods and goes as follows . As 

mentioned before, for Hegel there exist basic rights that individuals have independent of 



a state. These rights are abstract rights and are rights that an individual has to personality 

- i.e., a basic right to life which would include the right to own objects because they are 

necessary for the development of personality owing to their role in an individual's 

rational, life projects. But, the problem with abstact rights (i.e., rights that exist prior to a 

state) Woods brings up, is "it is not possible to say determinately what it means to respect 

the right of persons"53. What we need in order for these rights to be exercised and 

respected is a more detailed articulation owing to the vagueness of what, exactly, abstract 

right are. This detailed picture can only be provided in the context of a state for "the 

actual content of the rights of persons has to be determined in relation to the entire legal 

and political structure of the state. The content of those rights cannot be determined in 

abstraction from a concrete social order, but must be conceived so as to harmonize with 

the ethical life of a people and the constitution of a state"54. So, basically, the idea is that 

our right to life couldn't be an existing right unless it was within the context of a state. 

Property right is the actualized, concrete form of abstract right through institutions of a 

state because for "Hegel, the fundamental social institution that concretizes the abstract 

rights of persons is private property"55. 

Applying Wood's interpretation to my problem of dual intuitions in tension now, 

Hegel can agree with Locke and argue that there can exist basic rights prior to the 

existence of a state - what Hegel calls "abstract right." This accounts for the first 

intuition that rights are independent of a state. Hegel can further explain the second 

intuition that rights exist in virtue of a state. Hegel interprets this as a problem of making 

concrete abstract rights for abstract rights couldn't be respected or exist in the world 

without institutions provided by a state that is able to give a detailed articulation. Thus, in 
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Hegelian terms the right of a state is a higher right than the abstract rights of individuals 

because a fuller articulation of rights can only be provided in the context of a state. 

This solution of Hegel's further explains why there is a problem with Locke 

asserting that property rights exist prior to that of the state. Locke's account, in Hegelian 

terms, is one-sided and incomplete because property rights wouldn't be existing rights in 

the world that is actually respected unless there existed state institutions to give a 

concrete form to the rights of individuals. Property right is abstract right given a concrete 

form in the context of a state. 

That, then, is the second construction of an argument in behalf of Hegel. Does this 

overcome the problem I have raised with the first construction I have offered? Putting the 

problem in other words, do property rights exist independent of a state? From Woods 

interpretation above, the answer seems to be yes though in an inchoate form that cannot 

be enforced in the world in the absence of a state. The problem I have raised, however, is 

that in our normal, commonplace thinking, we assume that something is a right because it 

is declared to be so by a state -e.g., my hackney example of driving on the right side 

rather than the left side of a road illustrates the arbitrariness of at least some rights that 

are rights only in virtue of them being made so by a state. 

The two arguments I have given in behalf of Hegel so far do not offer us an 

answer that is able to explain the more direct connection that exists between a right and a 

state - that is, why is it that a state has a power to create rights? Is this assumption of ours 

false and, therefore, our intuitions needs to be revised? Hegel, so far, has not offered a 

theory adequate for us to decide. 
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PART THREE: SYNTHESIS OF RAWLS AND HEGEL 

Reinterpreting the problem 

I want to restate the problem in simpler more basic terms first. The tension we are 

looking at is one between the intuition that we have basic, human universal rights 

irrespective of whatever cultural differences exist between humans. The fact that we are 

human accords us some basic, universal and undeniable rights. We simply "know" when 

something is wrong and when it is right in a lot of situations - maybe because it moves 

our sympathy or excites a strong feeling of indignity when our rights or the rights of 

others are violated. For example, it is wrong to harm others; we just know that this is true 

irrespective of knowing some special moral theory and doing some circuitous derivation. 

But knowing that we have rights and being able to identify situations where rights are 

being violated isn't the same as knowing exactly what these rights are - i.e., we might not 

be able to state clearly and precisely in a sentence or proposition what these rights are and 

to what extent and magnitude. 

So the basic point here is that we know that there are basic, universal human 

rights but also that there is a lot of vagueness about what these rights look like. If this 

description of our situation is correct then it seems to make sense for us to refer to a state 

and its laws when someone asks us what our rights are. We point to a state's laws 

because a state's laws are able to describe much more clearly what our rights are. This is 

a point that Hegel has clarified for us through his theory of higher rights that can exist 

only in the context of a state. 

But the problem which this thesis is focusing on and which Hegel's picture 

doesn't seem to be able to provide an answer to is whether or not a state and its laws can 



have moral force (undoubtedly, many laws of a state has executive force if they have a 

police force enforcing whatever Such laws are promulgated by that state but the issue we 

are looking at here is moral force - i.e., by "moral force" I mean the fact that we can 

appeal to a state's constitution as a reason for why a certain rule has some kind of 

legitimate moral grounding). 

What must be made clearer, then, is what this relationship is exactly between 

basic, universal rights and the moral force that is apparent in a state and its laws. We have 

drawn out in the above a pragmatic reason for appealing to a state's laws: we only have a 

vague idea of what basic, universal rights look like and, for pragmatic reasons (maybe in 

order to resolve a disagreement) we can appeal to a state's laws to resolve situations 

where moral intuitions disagree. But I think that there is something more than just 

pragmatic reasons operating here. 

We assume that there is a difference between basic, universal human rights and 

the rights accorded to us by a state and its laws. We presume that this difference exists 

because, in thinking about history, cultural development and progress we see that there 

are changes in a state's laws. We observe changes but in our observation of this change 

we do not attribute the cause to some human arbitrariness. For example, Jim Crow laws 

were changed not because it was fashionable at one time and then unfashionable the next 

or that people just felt like changing these laws because they were bored. We explain 

changes in laws as owing to an idea of progress. That is, Jim Crow laws as well as 

denying women the right to vote among other things, are laws that have changed in 

response to realizing, understanding, and knowing more about right and wrong. Our 

presumption of why changes occur in laws includes the assumption that there does exist 
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an objective standard of right and wrong. It is our moral intuitions and our ability to 

identify clearly some situation of right and wrong that has in it the background 

assumption that there is an objective morality and that we are unclear as to what it is 

exactly - what Hegel might call "abstract rights." 

That, then, I hope is a clearer description of the relation between moral intuition 

and law and what I have brought out is that we assume an objective moral standard that is 

higher than laws of a state and which is the aim of a state to articulate clearly. I have now 

set up a platform by giving a general description of the relation of a state's laws and 

moral intuition and will now bring out one important point made by John Rawls in his 

"Theory of Justice" and connect this further with Hegel's philosophy to give as full of an 

articulation as possible. 

John Rawls and reflective equilibrium 

So far it has been brought out that laws change in response to our intuition of right 

and wrong owing to a background assumption of an objective standard of morality. What 

we need now is an explanation of the mechanism in which this type of change occurs. I 

think John Rawls gives a fascinating theory which we can use in order to describe this 

picture5 . The main idea here that is relevant to our purpose is what Rawls calls 

"reflective equilibrium" in his Theory of Justice57.1 quote the essential elements of that 

theory below: 

In searching for the most favored description of this situation we work from both 
ends. We begin by describing it so that it represents generally shared and 
preferably weak conditions. We then see if these conditions are strong enough to 
yield a significant set of principles. If not, we look for further premises equally 
reasonable. But if so, and these principles match our considered convictions of 
justice, then so far well and good. But presumably there will be discrepancies. In 
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this case we have a choice, We can either modify the account of the initial 
situation or we can revise our existing judgments, for even the judgments we take 
provisionally as fixed points are liable to revision. By going back and forth, 
Sometimes altering the conditions of the contractual circumstances, at others 
withdrawing our judgments and conforming them to principle, I assume that 
eventually we shall find a description of the initial situation that both expresses 
reasonable conditions and yields principles which match our considered 
judgments duly pruned and adjusted. This state of affairs I refer to as reflective 
equilibrium. It is an equilibrium because at last our principles and judgments 
coincide; and it is reflective since we know to what principles our judgments 
conform and the premises of their derivation. At the moment everything is in 
order. But this equilibrium is not necessarily stable. It is liable to be upset by 
further examination of the conditions which should be imposed on the contractual 
situation and by particular cases which may lead us to revise our judgments. Yet 
for the time being we have done what we can to render coherent and to justify our 
convictions of social justice. We have reached a conception of the original 
position5 . 

There are a lot of background issues to this picture; his full picture is eloquent and I wish 

I could give it here but it would be too lengthy. Therefore, I will paraphrase the basic 

picture explicating only those parts I feel are relevant to our purposes. 

We first start off with our strongest, undeniable intuitions of right and wrong 

(what Rawls calls "considered judgments") - for example, the strong moral intuitions that 

religious intolerance and racial discrimination are wrong. We then move from the general 

to the more particular by trying to formulate moral principles from these general, 

obviously agreed upon moral intuitions of ours. If these formulated principles match what 

seem to be our undeniably correct moral intuitions of right and wrong as well as being 

able to explain other moral issues which we are not sure of- e.g., "is affirmative action 

right or wrong?" - to yield answers which are acceptable, then these principles should be 

accepted. If, however, these moral principles conflict with our basic moral intuitions, then 

we either go back and revise our moral principles so that they are compatible with our 

moral intuitions or we revise our moral intuitions. This process does not yield answers 
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that are static, permanent and eternal. Rather, what happens is that our agreed upon moral 

principles as well as our moral intuitions are subject to revision whenever we are given 

new information that raises a problem and the process of revision and reflection begins a 

new. We reach reflective equilibrium in those states, which are subject to revision with 

new information, where we have moral principles that agree with basic, undeniable moral 

intuitions. 

This picture of Rawls has use for our purposes because we can now attempt a 

fuller articulation of the tension between our intuition that we have rights prior to law and 

that we have rights only because they are stated in laws. Institutions embody in them 

norms which involve considerations of right and wrong. As exampled in the above, there 

are norms in the institution of the family where, for example, parents are supposed to 

nurture their children and children in turn care for their parents. Institutions are thus able 

to embody in a concrete form our intuitions of right and wrong. A state's constitution 

along with courthouses, prisons and so forth have moral force because they are 

institutions that embody in them our moral intuitions of right and wrong in a concrete 

form. The present project is an attempt to describe changes in these institutions in 

response to our moral intuitions of right and wrong which assumes in the background 

some objective standard of morality which institutions sometimes don't conform to and 

which are changed by a society. 

We are looking at this problem here more in-depth because we want to understand 

where moral force comes from: why is it that we think moral force is both independent of 

and dependent on a state and its laws? And how does some overriding, objective standard 
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of morality change such institutions (which would then suggest that moral force comes 

from outside a state)? 

Rawls is able to provide us with an answer to this problem. Our moral intuitions 

are embodied in institutions such as that of the family as well as our set of laws which 

would include, for example, Jim Crow laws. These institutions have moral force because 

they embody in a concrete form our moral intuitions. When we observe instances, for 

example of racism, our moral intuitions tell us that these concrete cases are wrong. We 

articulate what these moral intuitions are from these racist cases as well as attempt to 

articulate the moral intuitions (or norms) that are embodied in an institution^ We then lay 

out where there is conflict. Do the articulated moral principles extracted from racist cases 

disagree with our institution of law? Where there is a conflict between the articulated 

moral principle and our institutions we then revise either our moral intuitions or we revise 

our institutions (change laws) so that they agree with are moral intuitions. 

For example, we have the moral intuition that arises from a racist event. The 

articulated moral intuition is "racism is wrong." We then compare this articulated moral 

principle with existing institutions. If Jim Crow laws were in existence, then we would 

revise these laws and make changes in our institutions because institutions disagree with 

our moral intuitions. This is a process of constant revision that takes place and which 

describes how changes work in a society that assumes an objective standard of morality. 

Reflective equilibrium, then, can be used to explain our main problem of why it is 

that we have what seem to be dual intuitions in conflict. We have the intuition that our 

property rights are prior to law because we know intuitively that we have these rights 

(and this seems prior to law and convention). But we also think that our institutions have 
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embody in them in a concrete form what our moral intuitions are. Thus, institutions have 

moral force because they are also connected with right and wrong. 

So what we are looking at, then, is a constant, moving flux of revision based on 

understanding which is constant in a culture (at least in a culture such as ours). Hegel, 

just like Rawls, recognizes this same cultural phenomenon and describes this cultural 

change as an unfolding of rationality. 

Having set up Rawls's notion of reflective equilibrium, in the following I will 

argue for an answer to our main problem using a combination of Rawls's and Hegel's 

theories. 

An answer 

The easiest place to connect Hegel's broad philosophical theory with Rawls's 

notion of reflective equilibrium would be with Hegel's notion of "spirit"59. In describing 

spirit Hegel himself writes: 

the ethical substance, as containing self-consciousness which has being for itself 
and is united with its concept, is the actual spirit of a family and a 
people....Addition (H). The ethical is not abstract like the good, but is intensely 
actual. The spirit has actuality, and the individuals are its accidents. Thus, there 
are always only two possible viewpoints in the ethical realm: either one starts 
from substantially, or one proceeds atomistically and moves upward from the 
basis of individuality. This latter viewpoint excludes spirit, because it leads only 
to an aggregation, whereas spirit is not something individual but t he unity of the 
individual and the universal °. 

Hegel thinks that there is rationality in the world and this rationality is displayed in the 

social order we live in and the body of laws that relate to the subject. The very word 

"rational" implies some thing to do with reason and even consciousness. Now it seems 
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crazy to say that the institutions around us are rational in the sense that they have a 

consciousness on its own as if it had feelings and were capable of right and wrong 

behavior. This couldn't possibly be Hegel's meaning. However, when we look at the 

institutions surrounding us, it is also obvious that we are not merely looking at a bunch of 

cement, wood, or steel. For example, when we look at a college institution 

like....Harvard...there is a feeling of respect (maybe fear) at the meaning such an 

institution exudes. This institution has a past history of graduating famous (as well as 

infamous) politicians and intellectuals. People define themselves in terms of what college 

they went to as well as what job they hold. Institutions have meaning and this meaning is 

something that makes up part of our identity. Institutions has a past, has a role in the 

present and - some - will have a future. Institutions aren't rational in the sense that they 

possess an independent consciousness but they have meaning and cannot be identical to 

the raw materials that make it up. This meaning behind institutions is what I take Hegel 

to mean by rational. An institution is rational when they aren't just a set of arbitrary 

materials but has meaning and many times a purpose (e.g., a college with the intent of 

educating people or socializing them into the middle class). 

In Rawls's case, we can understand institutions to be rational because institutions 

contain within them a body of norms and procedures that govern members of that 

institution - e.g., the institution of the family with the norm of parental love or support 

for the child. Hegel's notion, under my interpretation, is different in the sense that 

institutions are connected with a rational spirit. This difference is still vague and I hope to 

make this contrast clearer by the following attempt of trying to define spirit. 
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Following Wood's interpretation, spirit is the organizational form of a group and 

refers to the collective strivings of a group of selves that are part of the same culture, 

history and so forth61. This sentence needs unpacking. First, according to Wood's 

interpretation, by "spirit" Hegel does not mean some consciousness that exists over and 

above some community or set of institutions. Rather, the picture is to be thought of as 

follows. A community has a group of individuals which constitute it. This group of 

individuals are distinct from one another. Yet there are also things that are the same 

withstanding their differences. In thinking about what is shared between a group of 

individuals and what is relevant to Hegel's theory, we can point out that individuals born 

within a culture share that cultures history, values and so forth. Thus, shared qualities 

arising from a common culture (among other things) is what I take Hegel to mean by the 

"spirit" of a group. 

We might now ask how the spirit of a culture is related to the rationality of 

institutions. In thinking in very broad terms about cultures and histories, we can note that, 

at a very general level, institutions go through changes. We can focus on just one aspect 

such as government to illustrate. Many Western cultures have gone through stages of 

monarchy, oligarchy and democracy (this is just a general remark in order to illustrate). 

We see this transition as coherent and non-arbitrary and that a community of persons has 

learned and reflected from the past and tries to order things in the present so as to 

overcome past problems. Governments and economies as they fail in the past and are 

rearranged in a way that takes into account past problems and overcoming them -

resulting in a better way of life - can be thought of as rational and progressing overtime. 

This example, then, illustrates how rational, progressive changes in a culture are reflected 
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in concrete institutions and hence the relation between the spirit of a community (which 

is the rational striving of all) and the rationality of its institutions (the resultant progress 

of rational striving in a concrete form). 

It is important to emphasize here that Hegel points out, in his observations of the 

evolution and changes that institutions undergo, the notion of progress. Rawls, in contrast 

and much like an analytic philosopher, focuses much more narrowly on the mechanism in 

which this change occurs - viz., through a process of reflection on our moral intuitions, 

its articulation into principles, and then a comparison of these principles with our moral 

intuitions as well as institutions which embody moral intuitions of right and wrong. 

Hegel, in contrast to Rawls, attributes this change in institutions as an unfolding 

of the inner rationality of a culture through the spirit of that culture - i.e, the collective 

strivings of many individuals within that culture. In the above I have already provided 

what I think is a clear example of the activity of spirit. Below I will give a more detailed 

explanation of the mechanisms by which spirit, in Hegelian terms, unfolds its inner 

rationality. The purpose of doing this is to find a best solution to the main problem of this 

paper - viz., why it is that we have dual intuitions that property rights exist before and 

only after the existence of a state's constitution. The background methodological 

assumption is that once we lay out a broader picture of our conflicting intuitions, we will 

have reached a rich enough understanding of the situation and see a solution to our 

paradox which will explain why it is that we have these conflicting intuitions as well as 

being able to judge whether or not these moral intuitions are valid. 

Spirit, for Hegel, is actively striving to unfold an inner rationality that must take 

place within a cultural tradition. The importance of this point here is that the unfolding of 
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implies that the unfolding of rationality can only by historically limited, culturally 

conditioned and fallible. Hegel is much broader than Rawls here in his outlook. Hegel is 

thinking about different cultures at different times - e.g., Oriental societies as well as 

ancient Greek society62. It has already been established above why Hegel thinks that the 

self is part of the institutions around him - viz., institutions are identified with the 

individual because they allow different aspects of the self to be actualized. If we were to 

apply this truism, then, to different individuals in different cultures at different times, 

then there will be a resultant difference of selves at a general level. That is, it is obvious 

that different people are different (that's a trivial and uninteresting truth when we are, for 

example, talking about numerical identity); but if we were to compare cultures at a 

general level then we would see differences on a broad scale between, for example, an 

Oriental society and a Greek society. 

This has relevance to Hegel's account of changes in a society and his theory of 

progress because, for Hegel, if progress must take place within a culture, then progress 

must be historically limited, culturally conditioned and fallible . This needs some 

explaining. Progress is historically limited because cultures have existence in time and 

changes that occur in a culture are changes that take place in time. It is a plausible 

assumption that time doesn't work in a way where there is some final, eternal point in 

time where a culture has unfolded its inner rationality to the point of having full 

knowledge and is fully rational. The second point here is that however change occurs, it 

must start from somewhere within a cultural context. Owing to this limitation, whatever 

rationality a culture has attained, this rationality will have subjective elements in it and 
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culture and that different cultures will exhibit this rationality differently64. Owing to these 

two points, we see how the rationality of a culture is fallible and why Rawls is correct in 

pointing out the transitory character of reflective equilibrium and the constant change in 

our culture and also why whatever rational picture we give of morality and whatever 

assumptions we hold about justice these rational theories will always be incomplete. 

Finally, what we want now is to connect these points back to resolving the main 

problem this paper has been working to solve. Locke gives a theory of property rights 

which leaves us with the problem of dual intuitions in conflict - viz., the intuition that 

property rights exists before a state's constitution and a second intuition that rights exist 

only after and because of a state's constitution. 

The most promising explanation that might possibly offer a resolution to this 

tension seemed to be in a further analysis of property rights and to see the underlying 

basis for them. Locke and Hegel both suggest that we have property rights in virtue of a 

right to life. If this is the real basis of property rights, then it would seem that the main 

problem of this paper has been solved and that we do in fact have property rights prior to 

a state because our right to life is prior to a state. Thus, the problematic intuition that we 

have rights in virtue of a state needs to be revised for this assumption is false, it would 

seem. 

What I wanted to do next was to explain why it is that we would then have this 

intuition that we have rights in virtue of a state. This presented a new problem to what 

seemed to be a good answer to our original problem. Constructing a response in behalf of 

Hegel under Wood's interpretation suggests that property rights are more basic rights -
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answer suggested that for Hegel, property rights (or the basis for them in the form of 

abstract rights) existed prior to a state though in a less complete form and can only have 

existence in a more concrete form through the state. This answer is informative but what I 

found unique about the original problem was that, if I am correct, we assume that some 

kind of moral justificatory force inherent in rights comes from the state and this was in 

need of explanation for if this were the case for property rights, then it would seem that 

property rights are rights in virtue of the state declaring them to be as such. 

A best answer that is acceptable should provide some explanation for this 

assumption and, it would appear, deriving property rights from abstract right in its 

relation to the state does not provide an answer adequate to explaining why we have this 

second intuition that a state has some moral force. Thus, our attempt at resolving our 

conflicting intuitions remains incomplete. 

In another attempt at trying to solve this problem I have approached the problem 

by describing the relation between a state and our moral intuitions of right. This is 

because I think the real tension is between the fact that we know there exists right and 

wrong and we can identify instances of injustice irrespective of what a state says; yet we 

also seem to have certain rights only because the state says we have them. What, then, is 

this relation between basic moral intuitions of right and a state? 

In my final answer to this question I have laid out parts of Rawls's and Hegel's 

theories that can best describe this relation. It is my contention that an acceptable answer 

can now be provided that is able to resolve what seemed like a contradiction in our 
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way that is able to explain these intuitions. 

From the above explication of Rawls's and Hegel's theories, we can attribute our 

dual intuitions in conflict as a result of a process of change we go through in our culture. 

The idea is that we all have shared similarities and an outlook owing to the particular 

culture we are part of and we strive to make our lives better and our way of living more 

jus t - i.e., the collective striving of what Hegel calls "spirit"65. This collective striving of 

a culture, when applied to our own democracy, takes place in one form through the 

Rawlsian process whereby we come to points called "reflective equilibrium." We have 

basic moral intuitions and we can articulate these intuitions into principles. We can 

compare these articulated principles with our moral intuitions as well as our institutions 

which embody our conception of right. We then make revisions where appropriate 

through an act of reflection. If our moral intuitions are wrong - e.g., We think that might 

is right and people who look ugly are evil - then we revise these intuitions or, if, we 

discovered that an institution promulgating laws, such as laws prohibiting the selling of 

beer, were wrong after the Rawlsian process of reflection, articulation and comparison, 

then we would revise our institutions etc. 

Rawls is describing his observations about human events in our culture in his 

theorizing about the process of reflective equilibrium. This phenomenon involves a 

constant flux and change because, as Rawls himself points out, the point of reflective 

equilibrium isn't static and can change with new information66. This type of constant 

change is explicated by Hegel in his theory of progress which is a collective striving of a 

culture that is rational and, therefore, progressive. All of this can offer a solution to our 
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vague, unarticulated, awareness of this cultural phenomenon of reflective equilibrium 

along with change and progress. 

That is, we have moral intuitions of right and wrong and these have moral weight. 

We also have institutions embodying our outlook of right and wrong in a concrete form 

through, for example, the constitution of a state and its laws and thus institutions also 

have moral weight. Both moral intuitions and institutions have "moral weight" in the 

sense that they both play a role in our reflective process of decision making of right and 

wrong and sometimes we revise our moral intuitions and at other times we revise our 

institutions in order to reach reflective equilibrium. The thing about property rights is that 

we have a basic intuition that we have property rights - if, for example, the property is a 

product of our labor (as Locke points out) - and also a second intuition that this property 

right is something we have in virtue of it being made explicit in a concrete form through 

our laws and institutions. We might try to locate where the source of rights - i.e., the 

ultimate justification for property rights - in one single place (and that seems like a 

normal response for we usually look for causal relations in terms of one event causing 

another event). But this method of finding an answer to our problem is misguided. This is 

because property rights, along with many other rights, is something that has its ultimate 

justification, I argue, through the process of reflective equilibrium. Thus, though we have 

a basic intuition that we have a property right, this intuition could be modified if we 

articulated this intuition into principles and, on reflection, discovered this property right 

to be unjust and therefore invalid. Thus, our basic intuitions cannot be the ultimate 

ground of property rights because this intuition could be revised. 
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But neither can concrete institutions promulgating this right be the ultimate 

grounds either because institutions and laws could change in response to new information 

and reflection in the process of reflective equilibrium. The background assumption is that 

there exists some objective standard of right which we should follow and that this is the 

source of property rights. We try to locate this objective source in our moral intuitions or 

in our surrounding institutions. But we fail in both cases. This is because, it turns out, the 

source of property rights and many other rights is the outcome of reflective equilibrium. 

What we have then are two ideas operating here. 

We assume that there is an objective standard of right and wrong that we should 

follow. But because we are historically limited, culturally conditioned and fallible (as 

Hegel points out), we can only try to get at this standard of right and wrong through a 

collective and rational striving which involves the process of reflective equilibrium. Our 

cultural limitations require us to formulate moral laws through an imperfect process of 

constant change and evolution. Thus, we have dual intuitions operating when we try to 

search for the source or ultimate ground of property rights and we are lead to two places 

- viz., our basic intuitions as well as our institutions. 

That then is my answer to the problem I have raised at the beginning of this paper. 

I want to note here that moral justification is something that comes about through the 

process of reflective equilibrium. This assertion is consistent with claiming that the 

ultimate source of right and wrong depends on some objective standard but which is 

unknowable to us owing to our human limitations. 

There is one last remark I have to make. According to the Stanford Encyclopedia 

of Philosophy, the main objection against Rawls theory of Reflective Equilibrium is that 
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it treats moral intuitions as having weight . Counter-responses have been given under the 

same entry. I have given arguments already in the above for why it is that I think moral 

intuitions count as valid. 
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